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Abstract

This paper argues that sample-based analyses of individual longitudinal
behavior can normally do well without sampling weights.

Instead of worrying

about such weights, it pays to concentrate on the modelling of behavior and on
drawing inference about features of the model.

One should not feel confined to

finite population totals and means, finite population regression coefficients,
and other finite population statistics.

Also, some of the claims about the

good properties of conventional weighting seem exaggerated.
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1.

IllIR(Dx;TICfi

Many soclal scientlsts and most survey stat1st1c1ans display great
unease When anyone anal yZes survey data with.out using conventional sam
pling welghts. SUch unease ls certainly warranted When the analysis con
sists 1n estimating populatlon-level stat1st1cs 1n the flnlte population
from Which the sample was drawn. currently, however, the fee 11ng -al so ex
tends to cases Where lt ls misplaced, for instance to situatlons Where the
analysis ls evldently based on probab111st1c models of hllman behavlor,
say,· and Where YoU must really force YoUr 1mag1nat1on to flnd counterparts
to model parameters and other Character1st1cs 1n flnlte population stat1s
tlcs. 'Ihl.s ls partlcu.larly clear 1n sample-based event-hlstory analyses
and panel studies. It ls hard. to see What mean1ng:fUl flnlte populatl~n
stat1st1cs are estimated by occurrence/exposure rates, Nelson-Aalen plots,
log1st1c regression coeff1c1ents, or the estimated coeff1c1ents of hazard
regression analysis, all o-f Which are used wlth samples as well as wlth
complete sets o-f llfe hlstory segments. Introdl.lcing sampling we18hts 1n
-such analyses can complicate matters,

-for the standard stat1st1cal theory

o-f ln-ference procedures o-f th1s nature then collapses and speclal theory
must be applled. SUch theory has been developed for models o-f contlngency
tables (see Rao and Scott 1984; Smith 1984, Section 4.2; and thelr re-fer
ences; -for a computer program, see Fay 1982 ) and lndeed for generallzed
llnear models (Blnder 1983; Chambless and Boyle 1985). Some consc1ent1ous
em:plrical 1nvest1gators have computed values -for estimators and test sta
t1st1cs both with and without welghts, and have o-ften been relieved to
flnd that the outcomes have largely been the same (Schirm et al. 1982;
Rlnd:fuss, Sw'lcegood, and Rosenfeld 1986, footnote 1; and others). 'lhe
:posit1on taken 1n th1s paper ls that such worries and such computlng exer
cises can be superfluous in situations Where the 1nvest1gator ls really
involved 1n model 11.ng hllman behavlor rather than 1n calculatlng descrlp-
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tive statistics for the f1n1te population, and that they may divert atten
tion away from more important concerns of modelling and analysis.

In the considerable disagreement on the issue of weighting in the
current statistical 11terature, there ls a standing dispute .between those
Who

would apparently really like to see standard. weights (reciprocal se

lection pro:babilities) applied in "most" cirCUmstances and otl:· "~s
tbat

~

Who

feel

1f the analyst wisnes to use the [sample] data to estimate a proper

ly specified model, ~n the case for weighting ls much weaker, since the

model presumably "controls for" the effects of the factors Which lead to
. the need for weights in the first place» except apparently for particular
dependent variables in the model. ('Ihl.s typical quotation from the PSID
User Gu.1.de, 1983, p. A13, catches the spirit of many other formulations in
~

llterature.) Some weighting protagonists seem to see the latter posi

tion as quite lenient in this spectrum, pernaps as a concession to model
l:nll.lders. To me (and to some others), even that standpoint is too mu.ch in
favour of the use of sampling weights in the situations of thl.s paper. our
approach is to follow general statistical notions, to regard the sampling
mechan.1sm as part 0£ the total model oft.he "random ex:periment" Which
prodllces the sample data, and to incorporate 1t into the 11kel1hood, with
normal consequences for the statistical analysis.
Since I take issue with much that is found 1n contrl.bU.tions from
sample theory practitioners and teachers (Kalton 1981: O'Mulrcheartaigh
and Wong 1981: Hansen. Hadow and Tepping 1983; the PSID User Gu.1.de 1983;
Kish 1981; and others),

I should pernaps make clear from the outset that I

realize that they do not all have the same position on all relevant is
sues, tbat op1n1ons may develop over time, and that no one can be expected
to ·present t.he full breadth of his reasoning on any single occasion, let
alone the reasoning of others. '!here ls no collective respons1b111ty for
arguments and recommendations presented. Let me also state unequivocally
that I do not question the appr:-opr1ateness of common weighting procedures
5

in inference to f1.n1te population statistics. However, I want to line up
w1 th those Who feel tllat the thl.nK1ng on the matters raised here has been

undllly dom.1na.ted by the spirit of finite population descr1pt1ons. one can
not allow comments on the modelling of behavior to be confined to brief
asides (see Section 5.1 of Hansen. Madow and Tepping, 1983, for a typical
example), nor ls 1t sensible to relegate 1nf1.n1te population modelling
concepts to the role of motivators of def1.n1t1ons of new f1.n1te population
parameters to be studied by the design-based approaeh, the way Binder
(1963) and Chambless and Boyle (1965) as well as Folsom. LaVange, and

Wllllams (1966) invite us to do.
'Jlle. mode 11 ing approach induces us to focus on issues tllat have re

ce1ved 1nsu:ff1c1ent attention or less t.ban lucid treatment in the sampling
11terature. For instance, 1t ls important to d1st1ngU1sh between the var1ous elements of the comprehensive model of the real-11fe :r;henomenon inves
tigated by means of the sample data. Likewise, ·one needs to keep these el
ements separate from the various statistical procedures available and from
the functions Which the procedures have 1n the analysis. We have in mind
collections of records of segments of ind1v1dual 11fe histories, so one
part of the total model ls the sub-model of ind1v1dual behavior. SUb-model

m1sspec1f1cat1on ls one issue and the use of sampling weights ls another,
and an operat1ve connection between them remains to be demonstrated. sam
pling weights have not been devised to correct for or protect against such
m1sspec1f1cat1on in model-based analysis, and we :know of no proof tllat
they can serve this function in general, as seems 1mpl1ed by many formula
tions in the literature. Whether the sampling mecnan1sm ls informative
(1.e., Whether 1t depends on the random outcome of the real-life :r;henomena
under analysis) ls a separate question again. For instance, the examples
offered

by

Hansen. Mad.ow and Tepplng ( 1983, Section 2 l and Duncan ( 1962,

Appendix 2) in support of the supremacy of the design-based approach have
sampling mechanisms tllat are .manifestly informative and therefore are not
6

relevant for the lssue of robustness agalnSt behavloral model m1sspec1£1cat1on nor for the separate lssue of robustness agalnSt informatory sta
tus.
'Ille informatory status of the sampl.lng plan depends on the model,
the

for

model defines Which variables are seen as stochastic. Hodel m1s

speclflcat1on at thls level may result 1n an unreallstlc declaration that
the

sampl.lng plan ls non1nformat1ve Wben lt ls not, Whlch may lead 1nto

the we11-1mown dangers of outcome-based sampl.lng. In this connection,

welght.lng does seem to have a function as a guard against model m1sspec1flcat1on 1n certain cases. Holt, Sm.1th and winter (1980) and Nat.ban and
Holt ( 1980) have shown that we1ght.1ng may prodU.ce a robust

though

1nef:f1-

c1ent estimator for a 11near regression coeff1c1ent when the sampl.lng plan
ls 1nforma.t1ve. (See also Jewell 1985.) 'Unfortunately, one does not seem
to real 1y lmow my thls ls so nor to wnat extent current results can be
general lzed.
outcome-based sampl.lng does not appear as much of a problem 1n the
selection of the lnltlal target sample for prospective panel surveys of
1nd1v1dllals, for the sample is typically drawn at the beg1nn1.ng of the ob
servational period (at "tlme 0") and therefore Just cannot be influenced.
by the later behavior of the (potential ) respondents. on the other hand.
since the extent of nonresponse may depend on such behavior, it may intro
duce an element of outcome-dependence 1n the effective sample, as ls well
recogru.zed. (See for instance Fay 1986. ) 'Ihls gives leeway to all the
usual lngenu.1.ty of survey samplers 1n estlmat.lng nonresponse probabilities
and applying their reciprocals to the various response groups, but 1n it
self 1t gives no open.lng for the reciprocals of the sampling probabilities
of the target sample.
'Ihls reserved attitude to the use of sampl.lng weights ls not weakened
by the fact that it ls sensible to use all information available about the
members of tbe target population at the t1me of sample selection. If we
7

condition on whatever has happened up to and including time o and
concentrate on investigating whatever happens after that point, the
sampling plan can be outcome-independent even if population characteris
tics at time o is used extensively when the sample is drawn. To the extent
that such "starting data" have a bearing on the topic of the investiga
tion, the information should be included in the model and thus be one of
the guides of subsequent analysis. Post-stratification into behaviorally

dlstinet groups can be sensible, across prior stratum bo'W'ldaries if th1s
is suitable. concomitant variables should be exploited as usual. (See
SUgden and Smith 1984, for a discussion of problems Whlch arise if the
analyst has less information than the sampler.)
It is important to be careful about features like post-stratification
according. to behavior or other outcomes after time

o,

however. SUch

procedllres are prone- to introduce selection biases of a form characteris
tic of outcome-dependent sampling. In an example below, we discuss the
role of sampling weights in co'W'lteracting such biases in panel studies.
cne mu.st exercise similar care in the analysis of data for respon
dents Who are included in the sample after time

o.

In general, 1t will be

unproblematic to utilize individual-level data for periods after entry of
such individuals provided. they are homogeneous with those vm.o have been in
the study from the outset.

(Technl.cal1Y speaKing, entry should be repre

sentable by a non-informative left-truncation mechanism; see Wellek. 1986,
and Keiding and Gill 1967, Section Sa. ) 'Ihe use of retrospect1ve data for
periods before entry may be another matter when entry into the sample ls
part of the 11fe course outcome 'W'lder analysis,

as Lillard (1966, flnal

page) evidently suspects. In the PSID, for instance, non-sample individu
als may enter the sample because they become members of existing sample
households. When such entry ls
ber,

through

marriage to a sample household mem

then the analysis of the process leading up to marriage needs to take

into account that 1t actually ends 1n the upcoming marriage. Sample entry
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then represents a form of outcome-based sampling. (See Hoem 1969, and
Ke1d1ng and Glll 1967, for some discussion of tecbn1cal aspects.) If one
ls ®le to compute the real 1nclus1on probablllty of such an entrant,
there ls a legltlmate place £or reciprocal probablllty weights 1n the ana

lysis (Hoem 1965, Section 2.2). 'lhl.s probablllty w111 be a much more comp
lex entity tban merely the lnltial 1nc1us1on probablllty of the household
entered, however.
'Ihe panel medium ls typically geared to the collection of data al)out

the respondents 1 sltuatlon at fixed times during the observational period.
'Ib.ls sets the stage for a particularly simple model presentation, and we
use t.he time-discrete Markov cha1n as an uncomplicated prototype of panel
models to convey the essentials of our notions w1th a m1n1mUJD of distur
bance by mathematical or c1.rcum.stant1a1 complexity. We extend this s1mp11city further by mostly assuming tba.t data collection ls by a two-wave pa
nel only. In practical a;ppllcatlons, more complex models and more exten
slve observational plans are bound to be needed. (A broader catalogue over
various issues of design and usages 0£ panel data has been given by DJncan
and Kal ton, 1965. ) Indeed, much richer analyses can be made 1f data are
obtained for contl.nUous life histories, for then t.he whole tool-bag of
event-history studies is available. 'lh1s is particularly use£u.I 1f the
timing 0£ events or tbe duration of spells are important £or an understan
ding

0£ the dynamlcs 0£ behavior, as lt ls bound to be 1n most fields.

(See Allison, 1962, for a discussion of tbe pros and cons of contlnUous
tlme and discrete-time methods.) '!he panel vehicle can be used to obtain
retrospective 1nformat1on £or periods be-fore time O and between otber
times 0£ data collection, and ls used 1n this manner by some major data
agencies. 'Ihe issue of weighting does not change 1n character by such an
extension.
Much of the reasoning presented here has ba.slcal 1y been given before,
though usually with different em,i:tlases and not with the special issues of
9

panel studies 1n mlnd. Some recent references are Flenberg (1980, pp. 335338), Llttle (1982), Smlth (1983, 1984), and Hoem (1985). Lest I be

accused 11.ke so many others of belng a meddling theorist wlth no ground
contact and therefore noth.1.ng usefUl to tell SaJIIPllng practltloners (cf.
O'Hulrchearta1gh and Wong 1981, p. 487; KlSh 1981 ), let me note as a cre
d.entlal that I got interested 1n the welghtlng lssue 1n connectlon wlth my
own ·emplrlcal research 1n d.emogra,i:tly based on pane 1 and event-hlstory
data, and as a discusslon partner wlth a number of colleagues worltlng 1n
d.emo~y, soclology, economics, and epld.emlology.

2. SAHPLilE _HAREJJI/ CliAIH SAMPLE P.mE

2.. 1 Framework

Here ls the very slmple mathematical framewo:rit 1n Whlcn. our arguments
will be dressed. Assume that the N lndivldllals of a population move
lnd.epend.entl y between states 1n the flnl te state space , of a time-homoge
neous MarKov chain mod.el. SUppose that the state
1 at tlme t ls observed at discrete tlmes t :

o,

xt

occupied by 1nd1vfdllal

1,

2,

, •,, and let the

lmit tlme transltlon probab111ty be

= P[x
= klx = JJ.
Jk
t+1
t
SUppose to begln wlth that Xt ls observed for eacn. 1ndiv1dUal only at
p

tlmes 0 and 1, and regard Xo as exogenous, 1. e. , as d.etermlned before the
"e:xperlment" Wbose outcome ls observed by the 1nvest1gator. Let -x.1 (Jl = 1
if 1ndiv1dllal 1 ls 1n state J at time

o,

and let -x.1 (J) = o otherwise. Then

the -x.1 (J) are nonstochastlc indicators, and the number

of population members 1n state J at tlme o ls also nonstochastlc and per
haps :known to the 1nvestlgator. Let NJk of the 1atter be 1n state k at
10

tlme 1, and suppose for now that the (Pjkl have no particular structure,
1.e., that all that ls essentially known about these pro~illtles is that
r:kE1 PJk

= 1 for all JE1, wlth the possible exception that some transl

tlons may be impossible and the corresponding Pjk may equal

o.

If all po

pulation data (NJkl were available, then the maximum 11.kel.1.hOod estimator
of a (nonzero) p Jk woUl d of course be the mul t1nomlal proportion
(2. 1)

and we would have
*
var PJk: Pjk (1-PjkllNJ•

Now suppose, however, that a sample

(2. 2)

s of 1nd1vldUal s ls drawn at time o

accord.lng to some known sampllng plan p(s)
replacement, then our

= P{S:sJ. (If sampling ls with

s ls the sample after the removal of any doubles.)

'llle probablllty that lndlvldUal 1 ls a member of S ls n1 = Ecs:lEsJ p(s),
Which we assume to be posltlve for all 1. SUppose that the estimation of
the lPJkl ls to be based on the sample data

n

:a

(S; · CNiJk: iES, JQ, kEJ] J,

Where NiJk

=1

1f lndividua.l i is 1n state J at time

k. at tlme 1, with NlJk =

o as well as

1n state

o otherwise. Assume that the 1nd1v1dua.l transi

tions after time o are independent of membership 1n the sample, 1. e., that

the sampling (and subsequent observation) does not affect lndlvidual be
havior. 'lllen strict adherence to conventional sampling theory would lead
to the estimation of NiJ by
Hjk : E NiJWni,
iES
Nit

and correspondingly to PJk = NJklNJ as an estimator (predictor) of the
It

population statistic PJk (if NJ is known).
In a superpopulation1st vein one may note that
(2. 3)

E(N

1s=s} = X (j) p
if iES.
iJk
i
Jk
If we define

11

there-fore,

N*

N

1s=s > = p N /N ,
JK
Jk j J
N*
so Pjk ls not an unbiased estimator £or the parameter Pjk wnen the
E(p

s~le ls glven. 1n contrast to, say,
(2.. 4)

Whlch may be used even 1£ NJ ls urumown to the 1nvest1gator. on the other

so

wnen E denotes the e:xpectatlon operator 1n the model Which accounts £or
the randomness 0£ both S and the popuJ.atlon data {NlJk : 1

= 1, • • •, N;

JE1: kE1l, unless a cond1t1ona.l e:xpectatlon ls lndlcated exP11c1tly. In
the total model,

there-fore,

(1.

e., wnen all currently random elements are

N*

•N

included), both estimators Pjk and PJk are unbiased.
'Ihe two-wave set-up does not really exPlOlt the Markovian properties
0£ the cha1n model. All we have used so £ar 1s 1ts notation. In reallty,
we are only dealing wlth a set 0£ related contingency tables, one £or each
starting state JE,. As we noted at the beg1.nnl.ng 0£ Sectlon 1, the mathe
matics £or dealing wlth lnference 1n such models, wlth or without welght
.lng,

ls already available.

2.. 2. 'Ille ~lllloo<1 App-oacb.

'Ihese estimators are based on survey sampl lng notions and thelr su
perpopul atlonlst extension. A classical statlstlcal approach would be to
establlsh the total 11kel1hood corresponding to the observed data I>, and
to maximize lt. 'Ihe 11kel1hood ls A' = p(Sl A. where
A : II

II II [Pjk]N(l, J, k),
1€S JE1 kEt

(2.. 5)

wlth.N(l, j,k) : N1Jk 1n the exPQnent. If N5(J,k) : ~ N1Jk ls the number 0£
1 5
12

j ➔

K transltlons observed in the sample, and if
fls(J) :

r:

kEt

N5(J,k) :

r:

(2.6)

X.1Ul

1ES

ls the number of sample members who start out in state J at time 0, then
the MLE of Pjk ls

PJk

= Ns <J, k>lns <J >,

provided tbat

p(•

(2. 7)

l is f1.mctionally independent of the (Pjkl, as we will

assume throughout. Note tbat (2. 7) bas precisely the same structure as
(2.1 ), 1. e., Pjk is the estimator Whleh elementary statistical theory

will lead to if the sample is treated as if it Where the whole population.
Beyond the fact tbat the sample is the vehicle Whleh provides the data.
the form 0£ the estimator ls not influenced by the sampling mecbanism. In

particular, no sampling weights are involved.
By ( 2 • 3 )

E(p

jk

and ( 2 . 6 ) , we easi1y derlve the unbiasedness results

1s=sl : E{p
.

.

J

jk

=p

Jk-

.

In parallel Wl th (2. 2 ),
var(p

Jk

1s=sJ = p

Jk

(1-p

Jk

)/n

S

(J ),

and consequently
(2.8)

with simi 1ar results for covariances. Formula (2. 8 ) Shows tbat the proper
ties of PJk are certainly .l.nfluenced by the sampling mechanism, for

p( • >

determines the £1.nal item in the formula. 'llle 11kel1hood approaeh allows
us to construct estimators whose form ls not influenced by the sampling,
rut we cannot ignore the fact that a sample has been drawn When we study
('\.lllconditlonal > estimator properties.

2. 3 A Weighted. "Llkel.tbood"
'llle 11kel1hood approaeh ls sometimes interpreted in a manner diffe

rent from the one Whleh lead to (2. 5 ), namely as follows.
13

(See , e. g,

Chambless and- Boyle 1985.) If all population data were available, then the
11.kellhood would be

with H(j, k) = Hjk· 'when one ls restricted to the sample data 11, then each
member 1 1n the sample "represents" 1;n1 of the members 1n the population.
It seems logical then to maximize an "estimate" of A.tot given by
A.tot= II (A1)1/n(1),
1ES
Where n(l) = n1,
.A1 : II

and Where

II CPjl{lN(l, j, K)

JE1 kE1

·

ls the 11Kel1hood contrlllutlon of 1nd1v1dUa.l 1. SUch max1m1zat1on leads to
the estimator PJk of (2.4), wnl.ch tllUs gets a Klnd of leg1t1m1zat1on as
a pseudo-maxlmum-11.Kellhood estimator. However, givens, Pjk of (2.1) ls
I-mown from general theory to have mJ,nlmal variance among unbiased estima
tors, and this property carries over to the uncond1t1onal variance 1n
(2.8). Using Pjk lnstead·of Pjl{ must entail some loss 1n efficiency.

2. 4 COncomltant Informa.tlon

We have stuCK to the very simple situation above to m1n1m1ze the
effort of presentation. 'Ille ma1n outcome of our argument ls retained 1n
cases with more extensive observational plans or a more complex structure
1n the transltlon probabll 1ties. Assume for instance that for 1nd1vldUa.l
1, the j

➔

K transition probab111ty ls Pljl{: ~jl{(Z1, 8), Where Z1 ls this

1nd1v1dUa.1 1 s value on a vector of concomitant variables; 8 ls some urumown
mul t1d1mens1onal parameter; and the function

~ jk

may pernaps specify a

log1st1c regression. 1 t may have a simple form as 1n our Section 4 below,
or 1t may be of some quite different complexity.
Assume that the z 1 are exogenous and that the sampl 1ng mechanlsm ls
independent of 8, though 1 t may depend on z 1, • • •, ZN, pertlaps

14

through

some

system of st.ratlflcatlon of the members of the population. '!hen the llke
llhood of 11 contlrnles to have the form A' = p (S )A. where A ls glven 1n
(2.5), except t.hat Pjk ls now replaced by li'jk(z1 , 0). Haxlmlzation again
proceeds wit.bout regard to any sampling weights {1/nil and the MLE fore
ls constructed as 1f the sample members constitute the whole population of
interest.
Some lnvestlgatlons wlll oversample certain mlnorltles. 'lllls 1n it
self ls hardly a su:fflclent reason to use sampling weights 1n the estlma
tlon of parameters of behavioral models. Let us distlngulsh three situa
tions:
(1) If the behavior of the mlnorlty ls the same as t.hat of other
people, then applying reciprocal sampling probal:>111t1es Just gives more
weight to some observations than to others of the same kind, wh1Ch cannot
be efficient under any approach.

(11) If minority behavior differs from other behavior (and of course
knowledge or a suspicion of th.1.s ls the reason why they were oversampled
1n the first place), then 1t should be reflected 1n su:fflclently accurate

modelling. Either the model has one or more parameters whose values are
different for the mlnorlty, 1n Wh1Ch case llkellhood maximization (or
something similar) will pick up these differentials.

or

alternatively a

different model ls needed for the minority, 1n Wh1Ch case separate ana
lysis ls more sensible. \mo has a proof t.hat welghtlng can overcome the
lnferentlal errors of an inadequate model Wh1Ch tries to account for beha
vioral differences?
(111) If minority behavior differs from other behavior and a model ls
flt whleh does not have features to pick th.1s up, then the model 1s
mlsspeclfled and welghtlng w111 not of be mueh use. Instead of parameter
values (or separate models) whleh identify the behavioral differences be
tween population groups, one gets fitted parameter values Whleh represent
some flctltlous "mean behavior" wh1Ch no group has. one~ then lost
15

sight of interesting behavioral differentials. Modelling them ls more sen-

Note that we discuss the role 0£ the sampling weigh.ts as an issue
separate 'from the question whether the model ~Jk. ls correctly specified.
'!he latter question ls certainly important for the empirical analysis, but
1t mu.st be addressed directly. '!here ls no a priori reason my the use of

sampling weigh.ts can be ex:pected to compensate for an incorrect specifica
tion 0£ ind1v1dllal behavior. Anyone

who

feels that weigh.ts may give some

protection against model m1sspec1£lcat1on 0£ tills klnd should demonstrate
it and explore my 1t works 0£ 1t does.

2. s 'DJree

waves

'!he Character 0£ these arguments does not cnange lf the observational
plan ls more extensive than the one above. To

make

a single step 1n such a

direction,· let us revert to non~spec1£1ed transition probabilities
a Markov

Cha.1n

but let

the

state

PJ}{

0£

xt 0£ each 1nd.1v1ctual be observed at time

2 as well as at tlme o and 1. For sample member 1, let N(i,J,k.l)

= 1 1£

this ind1v1ctual has the state sequence :xo=J, x 1 =k. and x 2 :L, and let
N(1, J, k.

l >

= O otherwise. Wlth a time-homogeneous Markov

cha1n

mode 1, the

lllrellhood 0£ the sample data now becomes
p(S) II II II II [PjK I=i-tiJN(i, J,k, l)
1€S J€1 K€1 1€1
Which ls rnaxl m1 zed by
A

N5(J, K) + E1€S EJ€1 N(l, l, J, K)
.(2. 9)

PJK:

Ils(J)

+

E1€S EJ€1 EK€1 N(l,l, J,K)

Properties 0£ tills klnd of estimator were stud.led by Anderson and Goodman
(1957). '!here is no role for sampling weights [1/n 1 J 1n tills estimation

procedure either.
In what follows, we revert to the case where 1nd.1v1ctuals are observed
in two waves only.
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J. UHlT H..ti.RESEUiSE.

Let us now address the issue of characterlst1c-depend.ent nonresponse.
Consider the s1mPle Markov cha1n model agaln, let sample 1nd1V1duals be
observed at times o and 1, and let us make the assumptions
(1 l that Whet.her an 1nd1vldual responds at time 1 ls independent of
the outcome at time o as well as of the transition behavior between times
0 and 1,

(11) that both at time o and 1 each individual 1n state j has a re
sponse probability of ~j• and
(111 l that 1nd1vlduals choose to respond or abstain independently of
each other.
'Ihe response model above ls SUff1c1ent to serve as an 1llustrat1on
for our purposes. In practice, a more complex response model will surely
be needed. For instance, one must often e:xpect the response outcome at
tlme 1 to depend on what bas happened before that time. For a more com
plete model 1n a t11ree-state set-up, see Stasny (1986a, b) and her refer
ences. Mar1n1, 01 sen, and Rubin (1919) study a s1tuatlon w1 th normally
d1str1bUted variables. Both papers use the maximum ll.kel1hood approach and.
no weighting.
To establish a 11.kellllood, we introduce A(1, t l, Wh.Leh equals 1 1f
1nd1V1dual 1 responds When approached at time t, and Wh.Lch equals 0 1f
this ind1vldual ls a nonrespondent at time t. (A ls for "answer" . l suppose
that the state at time o ls known for all (sample) members; the state at
time 1 ls obtained only for respondents. 'Ihen £X1 (Jl: 1€S, JEJJ ls exoge
nous and the sample data consist of

s, {A(1,t): 1ES; t=0, 1l, and

[H(l, J,k): 1ES; JEJ; kEJ; A(l, 1): 1}. 'Ihe ll.kel1hood of these data ls
17

p(S) II II [cl3j]A(1, 0) [1-l3j] 1-A(l, 0) •
, lES JE,'X. (j)

13 1A(l, 1 )N(l, J, k) )
k

• ( II [p

~1

$

[y

J

J 1-A(l, 1)] 1

,

Yj: 1 - E Pjk l:l}{
kEJ

ls the probaDlllty tbat an lndivldlla.l

wno

ls in state J at time o will be

a nonrespondent at time 1 . We introduce a Jk = p JK l:l}{, see that
YJ

= 1 - Ek aJk• and reorganize the 11Kel1hood.

Which becomes

P<S> LII [13 1R<J, o> c1-13 Jn<J>-R<J, o>] •
j
EJ j

• II

II

[ca
Jk

JEJ kEJ

1T(j, k) [Y 1n<J )-R (j, 1 >],
.
j

Where
R(j,t): E X1(J) A(l,t)
lES
ls the number of respondents at time t among sample members

wno

were in

state J at time o; Where
T(J, k) : E A(l, 1) N(l, J, k)
lES

ls the number of J

➔

k transl tlons actually observed: and Where we have

written n(J) for ns<J> to facilitate the typing of exponents. Since
Ek T(j, k) : E1es A(l, 1) xi (j) : R(j, 1 ), maxlmlzlng the llkellhood ls
straightforward, and we get the ML.Es

S = R (J, 0 )/Iis (J)

(3. 1)

j

and

aJK

= T (J, k )/ns ( J ),

Whlch makes aJkl~K the current maximum 11Kel1.hood estimator of PJk·
unfortunately, these estimators do not add up to 1 when we take the sum
EKEJ• so the adjusted estimator
18

"'
Pjl{:

·(3. 2)

I: T(j,L)/~i

LE1

ls pernaps pre-ferable. As the population size and sample size go to infin
ity together, the denominator of (3.2) will converge to 1 in probability
under any reasonable asymptotic.
Adjustment by means of reciprocal response probab111t1es ls of course
an old trick in survey sampling analysis. It appears so easily above
because we have made t.hlngs simple for ourselves

through

our assumptions.

Hore complex response models will lead to results of a similar nature,.
however, and the main message conveyed again ls that sampling proba
b111t1es Just do not enter into the formula for the estimator.

4. am:x:tE-IEPWiOFBI' SAHPLiliG

4.1 Basic Hotlons

We have assumed that the sample was drawn at time

o,

and of course

that it could only be based on information available at that point. 'Ihls
ls the natural situation in prospective panel surveys. In retrospective
surveys, by contrast, one has the option of using Whatever information ls
available \\hen the sample ls drawn at the end of the study period. (In a
retrospective~ study, information would be obtained concernl.ng the
situation of the respondents at fixed times prior to the time of selec
tion. ) If any information concernl.ng the respondents' behavior dUring the
study period ls used in the sample selection, then the samples ls
outcome-dependent, and subsequent data analysis must be made with great
care to avoid the many pitfalls 1.nherent 1n such a set-up. Even if the
original samples ls outcome-independent, subsequent post-strat1f1cat1on
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according to the value 0£ an outcome-variable may lntrodllce slmllar
effects.
Properties of the sampling plan will generally enter into a 11kel1hood analysis lf the sampling ls outcome-dependent, and they may help pro
vide a guard against selection biases otherwise prodllced. In some sltua
tlons, the influence of the sampling plan then worKS vla the (reciprocal)
sampling fractions 1n outcome-based strata.
We discuss a simple example 1n sections 4-.2 to 4-.4 below. 'Ille formal
model there goes back to Coldlng-Jg:lrgensen and Simonsen (1940), and 1t has
been used for purposes slm.1lar to ours by Aalen et al. ( 1980) and by Hoem
and Funclt Jensen ( 1982, Section 5. 3). It ls a t1me-contlnuous Markov cha1n
model used £or stat1st1cal inference from panel data. A review 0£ such ls
sues has been given recently by Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1985 ), Who also
ad.dress computational aspects as well as the 1ncorporat1on of covariates.
Among the re-ferences that they do not g1ve, are Singer and Spl l erman
( 1977 ) , Singer ( 1981 ) , and All lson ( 1982 ) . Formulas glven -bY Funclt Jensen
(1982) £or trans1t1on probal:>111tles 1n terms of transltlon 1ntenslt1es

w111 be useful 1n such analyses.
outcome-dependent observational plans and the biases theY produce
appear 1n many shapes 1n most fields of statlstlcs and have correspon
dingly many names, such as length biased sampling, prevalence sampling,
selection biases, restrlctlon biases, selection bY virtue 0£ survival,
purged sampling, ant1clpatory observation, and choice based sampll.ng. we
have reviewed them 1n the Markov cha1n setting elsewb.ere (Hoem and Funck
Jensen 1982, Section 6; Hoem 1985, Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Cohen and Cohen
(1984) recently discussed them for cl1n1cal trials. For an account of

their appearance ln soclology, bUlldlng mainly on previous wom ln eco
nomics by A.

s.

Goldberger and J. J. HecKman, see Bem and Ray (1982 l and

Bem (1983). Some further references are Hoem (1969), Cosslett (1981),
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Mansk1 and McFadden (1981 ), Vard1 (1985), Rao (1985), Rindfu.ss, Bumpass,

and Palmore (1985), and Hoem, Rennermalm, and Selmer (1986).

4. 2 Example 1: C2l1ldbear1.ng and Promotion

We now turn to the simple example in Figure 1, Which (in one of its
guises l reflects some central features of the interaction between child
bear.tng and promotion of women in a bureaucratic hierarchy where the
employer ls not permitted to let promotion to a higher grade Job be 1n:flu
enced by the employee's private life.

[Figure 1 about here. J

In th.1.s model, the states are denoted by a two-d1git code

(x,

yj,

Where x indicates whether she has a lower grade Job (code x:O) or a higher
grade Job (code x:1-). 'Ihe second element y indicates whether a woman has
bad a child (code y:1 l or not (code y:O). 'Ihu.s a woman ls in state (0, 0)
1f she worKS in a lower grade Job and has not bad a child yet. At the

birth of her first child, she moves to state (0, 1) if she still has a
lower grade Job, and so on. A woman cannot have a child and move to a
higher grade Job at the same time. Otherwise, she can have her first child
or be promoted at any time~ Let (xt, Yt) be a woman's state at time t. 'Ihe
transition intensities in our time-cont1nuous Markov chain model for a
particular group of women are the constant parameters>., "'' and <P indi
cated in the figure. 'Ihu.s, "'and <Pare birth intensities for women in
lower and higher grade Jobs, respectively, and >. ls the rate at Which
women are promoted to higher grade Jobs. we assume that the bureaucratic
rules ensure that the latter ls not 1n:fluenced by the presence or arrival
of a child. (In the terminology introduced by Schweder, 1970, Xt ls local
ly independent of Yt·) on the other hand, suppose that women in higher
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_ I.

grade Jobs may have spec1f1c motives for redllclng their natality, so
111 -~ cp. we taK.e (XQ, Yo) to be exogenous and let
P~,.. (X, Y) = P{x =x. y =Y!X =a. y =bl for a, b,
1

Q.1,,/

1

0

0

X. }'€],

with 1={0, 11. If 0=111-cp, 1t follows readily that
Poo(O, O) = e-P,+wl, Poo(O, 1) = e->- (_1-e-111),
Poo (1, o > = e-cp (1-e- (>.+o > >

v

(>.+o l.

Poi (0, 1 l = e->-, P10(1, O) = e-cr>,
and so on. In particular,
P(X =11x =O, y =bl = 1-e->- for b = 0, 1,
1

1. e. ,

0

(4. 1)

0

the probab111ty of gettlng promoted to a higher grade Job by time 1

for a woman 'htlo ls not there at tlme o equals 1-e->-, irrespective of her
ch11 dbearlng status at time o.
Assume that a Scandinavian type population register ls available, so
that the target population may be strat1f1ed by ch1ldbear1ng status when
ever needed, and suppose that 1nformat1on on Job status at times o and 1
ls collected from the members of a sample. Assume that the respondents are
grouped accordlng to ch1ldbear1.ng status at time 1, elt.her because the
sample was selected this way 1n the first place or

through

post-stratifi

cation when the data are prepared for analysis. As part of the investiga
tion. one may then estimate transition probabillties for the promotion
variable Xt, given the outcome on the ch1ldbear1.ng variable, i.e., con
d1t1onal probab111t1es of the form
= P{x =1 !X :0, y :b, Y :yJ : p (1, Y)/(p (0, y)+p (1, y)J.
by
1
0
0
1
Ob
Ob
Ob
As we demonstrate below, lt turns out that
'11

(4. 2)

'Illls looks as lf the arrival of your first ch1ld (Yo=O, y 1 =1) reduces your
chances of gettlng promoted to a higher grade Job over the unit time peri
od, _and as 1f not having a child (Yo=O, y 1 =O) improves those chances, de
spite the fact that we have postulated no influence of ch1ldbear1ng status
on the promotion variable 1n our model. 'Ille childbearing-status lndepen22

dence of the promotion variable ls well reflected 1n the uncondltlonal
probab111ties 1n (4.1 ), but 1t gets garbled 1n the condltlonal transltion
probablllties, as ls apparent from (4.2) 'Ihe analysis based on such post
stratlflcatlon easllY lndllces the investigator to conclude tba.t the arri
val of a flrst chlld ls a hlridrance to f'urt.her promotion even wnen 1t ls
not. Condltlonlng on the outcome of one variable 1n the 1nvest1gat1on of
another 1n llfe course analysis ls a risky business.
To prove (4.2), lt s1mpl1f1es matters to study ~Y: 1-'l'lby and to
demonstrate the equivalent relation
~oo < ~11: e-X = /i\o1

wnen o>O.

First note tba.t ~o=e-X v/w, ~11 :e-X, and ~o 1 =e-A (1-v)/(1-w), with
v=e-111 and w=Poo<O,O)+Poo<i,O)=e-111 fx(ol, wnere
fA(O) : e-X + (e0 -e-A) A/(A+O),
Since both .w and 1-w are poslt1ve probabl 11ties, O<w< 1 . Because f A(o ) =1
and afA(o)/oo>O, we get fA(o)>1 and therefore ·a11 1n all O<v<w<1 wnen o>O.
From thls our lnequalltles follow directly.
'Ihe above formulas for the ~Y also show tba.t 'l'lQo='l'lu='l'lQ 1 =1-e-A 1f

111:cp. 'lhis ls the uncondltlonal promotion probab111ty 1n (4.1 l. When chlld
bearlng ls not influenced by job

grade,

therefore, one ls relleved of the

dangers of systematic errors 1n conclusions (wlthln thls model) otherwise
lnherent 1n outcome-dependent analysis. For the particular value o of the
parameter

o,

outcome-dependence ls stlll present but the selection biases

1t causes vanish.
Klevmarken (1986) has an example 1n which not only do the selection
blases vanish When a particular parameter has the value o, but the entlre
outcome-dependence disappears at the same tlme.

4. 3 Example 1 cont1nued: Llkellllood Analysis
'Ihe selection blases just described arlse because the investigator

supposedly has not used the full 1nformat1on contained 1n the data. as
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summarized by their 11Kel1.bood. To see how the 11Kel1hood approaeh would
work 1n this particular example, let us assume that al 1 the N members o-f a
target population start 1n state (0,0) at time O, and 1ntrodUce Pao=
Poo(O,O), Poi= Poo(O, 1), P10 = Poo(i,O), and P11 = Poo(1, 1). Let q = Pao
+ P10 be the probab111ty that a woman has had no child by time 1,

us dr-op the 1n1t1al subscript o 1n the

and let

now involved and write 'T\y='l'loy

'l')S

for Y=O, 1. Assume that at time 1, the women are grouped into two strata.
Stratum o for those

Who

have had no Children and Stratum 1 for the rest.

SUppose that a simple random sample 1s then dr'awn -from eaeh of these
strata at time 1, and that the Job grade status at time 1 1s obtained
(w1 thout misclassification error or nonresponse) from all members of the
sample. We now want to establish the 11Kel1.bood of these data. we usually
follow the convention o-f denoting rand.om variables by capital Latin let
ters and their values by the corresponding lower case letters, bUt 1n the
present connection this would lead us to cover up some correspondences
with survey sampling theory wh1Ch we want to display. For the remainder of
this single section, therefore, let rand.om variables be capitals or lower
case letters typed 1n bold:face and let their values be corresponding capi
tals or lower case letters given 1n ordl.narY typeface. At time 1, then, -~
-~.
members o-f the target population are 1n state k, for k = (0, o ), (0, 1 ), and
so on. Of the members,

Bo

~""'

= Hoo + M10 llave not had a child, and H1 =N-Bo o-f

.,. , . . -

--

,_ "_.·

them llave bad a child. A rand.om· sample of

no....
~

\, ,.

1s dr'awn -from
out o-f the Bo
. .......

Stratum o, and another rand.om sample o-f n 1 1s dr'awn from the H 1 members o-f
·-.......

··-

Stratum 1. (Since the sample sizes are restricted to not exceed the random
number o-f members of the two strata. they are random variables themsel
ves. ) 'Ibe number

~

of members o-f the sample who are in eaeh state k at

time 1 are registered. 'lhe 11Kel1.bood o-f obta1ru.ng these data is then the
observed value of the probability
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P[~=No, ~o=IDQo, llloi =mo 1,
~.~

m1o=m10,

and m11=m11) =
~.~

y~--

.(4. 3)

( 1, 1 )

n

H!

(1, 1)

(
IT
(~ ~
k: (0, 0) -·

1'<.

k: (0, 0)

)

( Hoo+H10 '\ ( Hcl1+M11 '\

l

no

Jl

)

Where_ :r:0 ls the sum over all pairs <Hoo, Ho 1 > for Whlch Hoo+Ho 1=No and :r: 1
ls the sum over all pairs <Ho 1, M11 ) for Which Ho1+H11 =N1. We show below
that the llkellllood can be rewritten as

Whlch ls maximized by the· natural estlmators

We SUl:>stltute these into the one-to-one relatlo_ns Whlch connect the para
meters Pk w1 th our current equivalent parameters q, 'l'\o, and 'l'\ 1 , namely the
relations Poo=q( 1-'l'\Q ), p 10 :crr,0, and so on, and get the maximum likelihood
estimators
A

Poo
P10

Where

(4.5)

= m1of(H:fo),
and Pu
., ......
.....,,.
-· .,,_ = m11/CN:f1),
.., .,,..,
,, .,

fit=I\{/Bit
.,-✓

........

ls the sampling fraction 1n Stratum k. for k=O, 1. (Let fit.=1

~-

1n the unlikely case that Bit=O. > Provided

no

and n 1 are sensible functions
-·-

of N and~• as we can safely assume, these estimators will be consistent
for their respective estlmands as N :..+ oo.
To bring out the close connection between these estimators and What
survey sampling theory would suggest without any appeal to the likel1hood
approach, note that Xo=m10 ls the number of members of Stratum o Who have
.

....

~

,

-

the property of being 1n State ( 1,
of members from Stratum 1 ls

x1 :o.

·-

o)

at time 1. 'Ihe corresponding number

A Horvltz-'Ihompson estimator of the

pro:i;:,ortlon Hio/N
of the target :i;:,opulatlon that ls 1n State ( 1, o J at time
.....,..,,
1,

can then be wr1t ten ·as
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Whleh ls

p
10 .
. ,..,,,.,,

('!be sum ls taken from k=O to k= 1. ) By symmetry,

the other

probability estimators can be represented 1n a s1m11ar marmer. It turns
out, therefore, that 1n th1s particular case, the maximum 11kel1hood esti
mators and the Hr-estimators colnclde. '!be reciprocal sampllng fractions
serve to balance the sampllng biases otherwise 1.nherent ln the outcome-de
pendent SaIIIPling plan.
Note, however, that the sampling fractions £0 and £ 1 are not a prlorl
~ ....

--

lncluslon probab111t1es. Every member of the target population has the
same probabllltY of endlng up 1n the sample, and that probab111ty ls

,_

·-

q E(£o) + (1-q) E(£1J.
We need to know wbat functions

fit

'Ihe sampling fraction

no
. ...,,

and ni are to compute this probab111ty .
.,.,

ls "only" the conditional selection probab111W,

given that a population member has ended up 1n Stratum k by tlme 1.
To demonstrate the transltlon between (4.3) and (4.4), note that

(4.5)

and
p(

(1, 1)

()

k: (0, 0)

=

(H :M )
✓ !t k

l( Ho J)
M10

I

H :N
--~ 0

(4. 6)

M10

('l'I )

0

'lherefore, the exPresslon 1n ( 4. 3 J can be wr1tten as that of (4. 5 J mul t1pl1ed by the product of two sums corresponding to

r: 0

and E1 1n ( 4. 3 J After

some minor rearrangement, the flrst sum can be wr1t ten as

Ho

E

M1o=O
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Items 1n the latter sum are o for x<O and for x>Ho-no (rememrer that
m10~no ), so t~,1.s expression redUces to

( Do"\

l

m10

J

m10

(4.1)

('110)

'Ihe sum based on E1 ls quite s1m11ar. 'Iherefore,

tlply together the expressions 1n (4.5),
slon correspondl.ng to

(4;

(4.4) results if you mul-

(4.1), and the E1-based eXPres

1 ), and subsequently substitute

Ho,

no,
,...,....,

n1, m10,
'V -

• ._. .... '-''

4.4 Example 2: Maternal and Infant Hortallty
'Ihe model in Figure 1 may be reinterpreted 1n a manner Whlc.h mak.es 1 t

SU1table for the analysis of the 1mpa.ct of the death of a mother on the
survival of her baby in hlstorlcal data. Consider a mother-and-infant
pair,

let

xt

be o as long as the mother ls allve, and let Xt jump to 1 lf

the mother dies. S1m1larly, let Yt be an indicator of w.nether the c.hlld ls
dead at tlme t; Let the interval between times o and 1 be suc.h that both
mother and c.hlld have (acceptably) constant mortallty dl.lr.tng lt, .let X be
the mother's force of mortallty,

and let 'II and Iii be the forces of mortall

ty of the infant before and after any death of the mother. suppose that
the two cannot die simultaneously. Assume that the c.hlld ls sufficiently

dependent on the mother's personal care that the infant's (force of) mor
tallty jumps to a higher level lf the mother dies, 1. e., .p > 'II, but that
the mother's mortallty ls not s1m11ar1y influenced by the death of the

c.hlld. '!hen all inequalltles in (4.2) are reversed. If the data for the
mother-and-infant pairs are sorted accordl.ng to w.bether the c.hlld is allve
at time 1, therefore, the investigator ls invited to conclude erroneously
that the death of the c.hlld actversely affects the mother's Chances of sur
vival 1n this model. Furthermore, the mother's survival chances wlll be
estimated as better than they really are from data on pairs wlth infants
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surviving to tlme 1. Prior stratlflcatlon or post-strat1f1cat1on according
to the infants• survival status at tlme 1 should. be avoided.
Sorting the pairs accord.lng to the mother 1 s survival status at tlme 1
ls less dangerous for conclusions aoout the infant's survival Cbances.
SUCh grouping corresponds to working wlth condltlonal probab111tles of the
form
C

ax

= P{y =11X =a.Y =O,x :xJ = p
1

o

o

1

ao

(X.

1)/(p

ao

(x,O)+p

ao

(X.

1)]

instead of e = P(y =1 IX =a. y =OJ. A simple argument slmllar to the one
·
a
1
o
o
Wh.tch estaJ::>llshed (4. 2) shows that
(4.6)
'Iblls, 1t ls less dangerous for the infant to have a surviving mother than

to lose her during the unlt interval, and the latter event ls less ad.Verse
than being without the mother tllroughout the interval, all of Whlch con

clusions are correct.

4.5 Intraclass COJ:Telatlons 1n Clusters
Papers by weighting adVocates contain many admonltlons to use weigh
ting procedures to counteract the adVerse effects of "intraclass correla
tions dUe to cluster sampling". It remains to be demonstrated. however,
how weighting can have such a £unction 1n the analysis of panel data for
indlvldual behavior, or how lt can replace direct attention to intraclus
ter interaction. as 1t surely ls intended to do.

Agaln,

welghtlng must be

an issue separate from that of model m1sspeclf1cat1on. Whlch could now
reappear 1n the guise of an "assumption" that 1nd1v1dUals ln clusters be
have independently.
To illustrate lnteractlon behavior, let us return again to Figure 1,
and let the two dlmenslons correspond ~o the two members of a two-person
household 1n a manner slmllar to that of our example of mother-and-infant
mortality (Section 4.4). Regard person 1 as the head of the household, and
disregard household dlssolutlons for the sake of thls argument. In the
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inodel of tbe figure, heads of households behave independently of any part
ners because tbe 1ntens1ties con-espondlng to tbe two vertical arrows are
the same (namely >.). '!here ls complete wlt.hln-household independence lf

~=,,

otherwise not. A no-interaction m.1sspec1f1cat1on would consist 1n an

alyZing tbe data as if

~=, even

1£

the two intensities really were diffe

rent from eaeh other. How can conventional sampling weights balance tbe
biases caused by tills error? Even lf tbey could, would lt not be more in
teresting to find out What goes on 1n the clusters?

5. a:IDXIDim Dls:lESICII

'Ihe previous sections embed some very general issues into some very

straightforward settings. 'Ihe question of Whetber to use weights 1n tbe
1nvest1gat1on of models for panel data ls itself a special case of a more
general issue concerning tbe role of weights 1n any analysis of sample
data Whleh involve tbe parameters of statistical models. Let us reiterate
some general results here for tbe case of pane 1 studies.
In a population of N independent lndlvldlla.ls, let Y1 be a description
of the life course of member 1 over a flnlte set of time points t 0 :o < t 1
< •·· < tm <co.Since we have sample paths of time-discrete Ma:r'Kov cha1ns
particularly in mind, assume for slmpllclty that for eaeh Y1 there are
only a flnlte nmnber of possible paths, let y be one of them, and in
troduce ~1(Y): P(Y1=Y}, Note that y: (y(to), ···,Y(tm)l, so the probabll1ty law ~1 ls a multi-dimensional distribution function. It reflects our
notions about tbe possible behavior of lndivldlla.l 1 over the flnlte time
set {t:KJ. It may depend ln any way whatsoever on individual-specific val
ues of exogenous variables, including the value Y1(0l of Yi at time O,
Whleh we tak.e as nonstochastlc but not necessarily known to the 1nvest1gator before the sample 1s drawn. (-If real individuals come ln independent
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clusters w1th 1nt.ernal 1nteract.1on. llke households, then red,ef1ne an "1n
d1v1dual" t.o be such a clust.er for the purposes of the general theory. If
clusters can recombine over t1me, we need a more general framewoIB than
the present. one. Condltlorung on the Y1 (0) 1s convenient. and useful 1n
panel st.udles, but. 1t. 1s not. essent.1al for our argument.. )
From th1s populat.1on. a samples 1s selected according t.o the samp
ling mechan1sm p ( s ) = P {S= s J . we all ow p ( , ) to depend on the same exoge
nous var1al:)les as t.he ~1 do, 1nclud1ng the g1ven values Y1 (0l 1f they are
known, but. p( • l may not. depend on the out.comes of the Y1 aft.er tlme

o.

Es

sentially, the sample ls drawn at tlme o, and then the 1nvestlgat.or cannot
ut.lllze anythJ.ng that. happens lat.er. We assume t.hat. observat.lon ls unob
t.ruslve, 1n the sense t.hat member.shlp 1n the sample does not influence an
1nd1vld1Jal's :behavior. (Alternatively, the 1nvest.lgat.or can have a theory
for the .lnfluence of observation on :behavior. 'Ille problem of obtrusive ob
servat.lon ls common to all statlstlcal analysis. See Sect.ion 4 of Duncan
and Ka.It.on. · 1985, for a :brlef review of current e:xperlence wlth 1t. 1n
panel studies.) On the other hand, we allow for nonresponse by lett.1ng
thls feature be an 1nt.egraJ. part of Y1 , 1.e., one of the possible values
for Yi Ct.kl at any tlme t.k may be an 1nd1catlon t.hat. data are m.lsslng be
cause of nonresponse.
, lncs) l, and let us wr1 t.e
I(j) for Ij and l(j) for 1j 1n subscripts. '!hen the sample dat.a
%1

= {S; Y1 : 1ESJ have a probal:)111tY d1st.r.1bllt1on glven by

=

p[

n(s)
l
{I :1 l & () {Y
=Y
I(j) I(j)
j:1
j j
j:1

n(s l
{n(S J=n(s) l &

()

n(s)
l ]
:y
(Y.
(I :1 l & ()
l(j) l(j)
j j
j:1
j:1

n(s)

= P[ (n(S)=n(s)J

&

]

()
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n(s)
= P [ {n(SJ=n(s)l

&

n {I =1 l

J=i

j

j

n(s l
]
[ n(s)
]
() (Y
=Y
l •P . ·() (Y
=Y
l
J=i
1(j) 1(j)
j:1
i(j) 1(j)

= p(s)

n(s)
II

J=i

~1(j)

(Y1(J) ),

When we use the stochastic independence betweens and the collection
£ Y1: 1=1, •··,H l to reduce the big conditional probal>111ty to P(S=sJ 1n
the next to final line aJ:x>Ve. 'Ihlls we have Just proved that

P{ Y =Y for all 1ES
1 1

I

n(s)
S=s J = II ~
(y
),
J=i i(J) l(j)

( 6. 1)

1.e., given the samples, the distribution of the sample observations
£Yiu Jl ls the same as lt would be 1n an imagined exhaustive census whose
data had the same stochastic properties as t.hOse 1n the sample survey. 'Ille
likelihood of the sample data D ls
(6. 2)

Since p ( • ) must be independent of the unlmown parameters and other WlKllOWil
cnaracter1st1cs of the
1n any way,

c~ 1 J,

likellhood maximization does not involve P(· l

and 1n particular 1 t does not involve any reciprocal inclusion

probal>111t1es 1;w1 . 'Ille samples ls an ancillary statistic, and inference
may be based on (6.1) alone 1f you follow the anc1llar1ty principle.
'Ille essential role of the sampling plan ls to provide a randomizing

vehicle to determine Which life histories to include 1n the sample 1n a
way which induces cost-effective analysis and helps

maKe

sure thats actu

ally ls stochastically independent of the life courses Y1 after time O.
LacK of such a randomizing mechan1sm entails the r1sK thats becomes in
formative, as well as the usual problems of generalizability of results.
(See Smith 1963, and Royall, 1965, for critical assessments of the need
for randomization, and Smith, 1984, f_or a discussion of 1ts meaning. )
.Any likelihood analysis depends of course on the specification of the
{1;.1J. If the model

i;, 1

of individual behavior is incorrect or unrealistic,
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then the outcome of the anaJysls must be a£fected unfavourably. Indeed. as
everybody professes to realize, any model ls incorrect or unreallstlc 1n
many respects. 'Ib1s ls lnherent 1n al 1 analyses Whleh use statlstlcal
models, and the analysis of sample survey data ls no exception. one must
not let tills fact stifle one's ablllty to use models productively for the
analysis of sample data any more than for other Kinds of data. 'Ihe value
of a model lies 1n its abllity to pick up important aspects of bel'lavlor
and to serve as a guide to our inference about reality. Some sampling
practitioners display an evident ambivalence (or even aversion) towards
bel'lavloral modelling; but an investigator interested 1n analyZing a
particular aspect of behavior by means of sample data Should. not let tills
dictate his own Choice of method. 'llle preparation of the information 1n a
major data set for PJbllcatlon 1n a book of official statistics, say, ls
quite a different operation than the penetration of a sul:)-area for an
analytical purpose. 'llle concerns of data producing agencies are certainly
real and important enough, but there ls no need let them d.Omlnate the
picture the way they have done so far. '!here ls little reason Why others
Should feel restricted. by the same conslderatlons.
In response to the need for "lnflnlte population" modelling concepts
1n the analysis of stll""'ley samples,

some statlstlclans have begun to pro

vide a kind of half-way house Where new flnlte population statistics are
defined 1n terms of model parameters but the properties of their estima
tors are studied as 1f there were no model but only the finite population.
For instance, Chambless and Boyle ( 1985) have suggested that a parametric
likelihood
A(f3)

that would apply to the entire flnlte population (of size N) under a given
bel'lavloral model, be estimated by its sample counterpart
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A.(13) = IT [A.1(13)] 1/lT(l)
,,,
1ES
v
for indivldUa.l inclusion probab111t1es {n(l)J. If A.(13) ls maximized when
13=B. they suggest that B be regarded as the flnl te population quantlty of
✓

~

~

interest, and that the value

:t3 of fl whleh maximizes Aca) be regarded
~

,/

... #

as an estimator of B. 'lllls ls 1n line with previous suggestions for gener✓

allzed linear mode 1s by Binder ( 1983 ) and h1s predecessors. It has been
followed up by Folsom, LaVange, and W1ll1ams (1986), WhO have also exten,..
ded the theory to the (non.parametric l Kaplan-Meler prodUct limit estima
tor.
We discussed an application of these ideas to the estimation of
MarK.ov cha1n transition probabilities in Section 2.3. In that setting,

~

ls a set of (unobserved) transition proportions 1n the flnl te population.
which. it may certainly make sense to estimate. Similarly, the (unobserved)

Kaplan-Meler prodUct limit function for the flnlte population describes

the distrlbutlon·of a positive variable over the members of that popula
tion, and again it may make sense to estimate it from the sample data. In
a case-by-case consideration of other situatlons, we are bound to find
more models where a flnlte population estimator 1} ls a meaningful statis
tic ln 1ts own right for whleh the sample counterpart :t3
,.,, ls a sensible
estimator. For sueh situations, the statistical theory developed will be
use£ul. Adm.1.tting this ls a far cry however from accepting that
(a) a flnlte population estimator~ always ls a meaningful descr1p
tlve statistic, irrespective of any appeal to an underlying model, or that
(bl one should restrict one's analysis of survey sample data to
s1 tuatlons where B 1~ meaningful in this marmer, or indeed that
(c) statistical inference from survey samples must be only to the
flnlte population level.
Indiv1dUa.l statisticians may hold or reject any one of these views; I
disagree with all three of them. I find 1t particularly puzzling that
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statlstlclans should lnslst on ltem (c) above, the way Rali:n Folsom and
Rlck Wll llams have done 1n conversations dl.lrlng the Washlngton Symposium
on Panel SUrveys to Whleh earller versions of tnls paper and theirs were
contrlrutlons.

Be that as lt may, lt ls important to malntaln that the speclflcatlon
of a model of lndlvldUal behavior ls an issue separate from the role of
sampllng weigh.ts. Whether the 1nvest1gator has got ~1 right or not, the
11.kellhood has the form 1n (6. 2) so long as sampling and analysis are not
outcome-dependent. Of course, there ls no compulsion to rely on the llke
llhood approach. one ls free to use any inference procedure available,
sul:>Ject only to the assessment of the statistical properties of the proce
dure. Some sueh procedl.lres may involve sampllng weigh.ts. In fact, proper

ties of the sampling plan will generally enter lnto llkellhood analysis lf
the sampling ls outcome-based, for then the 11Kel1hood has a form like
A

= [

II

1ES

~

1

(Y ) ) I: · I: [{ II

1

1~S Yi

~

l~S 1

( y ) l p (S j Y : 1ES;

1

1

y : l~S

1

i],

where the d.oul:)le sum ls taken over all l~S and over all values y 1 that

the sample path 0£ target population member 1 outside the sample can at
taln, and where P(SjY, .. •, y ) = P(S=slY =Y for 1:1, •••,HJ ls the condl1

H

1

1

tlonal pro:bablllty 0£ drawing the sample s when the sample path outcomes
are as spec1£1ed.

In certain cases, the sampllng mechanl.sm turns out to enter the llke
llhood only via the sampllng 'fractions of outcome-dependent strata. 'Ihe
example of our Section 4. 3 ls a case 1n point. However, welgh.tlng ls no
panacea whleh can solve most problems of survey analysis, lncludlng model
m1sspec1f1cat1on, nor can 1 t replace model llng and make behavioral models
superfluous.
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Figure 1. Markov Cha1n caricature of first chl.ldbearing
and :promotion to a hi@er grade Job 1n a bureau
cratic hierarchy [as wel 1 as of mot.her-and.-lnfant
mortality].
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